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Curators on the social networking sites become prominent and indispensable nowadays.
Gradually, they come to be the voice in the business’s online marketing field. The prob-
lem that how to find the most future-influential curators and plan the best posting time for
them, notwithstanding, has been hidden and under-explored as yet. In this study, we initi-
ate to analyze this problem with those two primary concerns from four distinct dimensions.
To find the most future-influential curators, we consider this problem from the following
two dimensions, Future Influence Ranking Prediction and Future Influential Leader Predic-
tion. To plan the best posting time for the curators, similarly, we consider this part with
two dimensions below, Accumulated Influence Post-time Scheduling and Limited Influence
Post-time Scheduling. We aim at predicting the future influential curator with a series of
basic and advanced self-defined features. Based on network embedding, we add learned
features to capture the connection between users. To deal with the problem, we imple-
ment Learning-to-Rank algorithm and two newly devised ones, self-training algorithm and
mutual-training algorithm, which are served to become the solution to the imbalanced data.
With the experiments on large-scale Facebook data, we find the proposed methods signifi-
cantly outperform the conventional prediction settings. The F1 score in predicting the most
future influential curators can be up to 0.875. Also, in the part of planning the best posting
time, the result shows in comparison with the overall performance of curators, the limited
influence of the curators in our planned time can be boosted up to three times.

Keywords: social network analysis, feature engineering, influence prediction, node embed-
ding, when-to-post scheduling

1. INTRODUCTION

With enormous growth potential in online marketing field these years, curators on
social networking sites become prominent and indispensable. Curators interact with the
audience, listen to the voice from the audience, and promote some products or the image
of the brand at the best time to maximize the profit of their businesses. Recently, some
companies attempt to expand their promotion influence and hence, begin to recruit influ-
ential users for friendvertising. Nonetheless, with regard to some limited-time offer, it is
necessary for businesses to maximize their future influence in a short time window. Thus,
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it comes to the problem that how to find the most future-influential curators and simulta-
neously plan the best posting time for them to maximize the promotion influence on their
friends.

A large body of this study is pertinent to the problem of influence maximization
and prediction. Kempe et al. [1] brought up the concept of influence maximization that
sought to find seeds to maximize the influence under information cascade models. In-
fluence maximization, yet, is an information cascade simulation and try to estimate the
influence using history data; therefore, it fails to appropriately apply to the real scenar-
ios – predicting future influence. Bakshy et al. [2] initiated the first study to predict the
influence of users on social networking sites. They extracted seed user attributes along
with past influence of seed users to predict the average number of reshares per user by
regression tree model. On the contrary, in our study, we only need the history activity
of users, that is, the posting and response activity, which is enough for us to dig up the
information from it to predict the users’ future influence (the number of future responses).
Finally, the related research about posting time scheduling is Spasojevic et al. [3]. They
were the first to formulate when-to-post problem in order to maximize the audience re-
sponse probability for a given user. Still, they predict with history data, which they failed
to take future influence into account and only planned the post-time for a given user.

In our work, we take future influence into consideration and analyze the problem by
discussing two main sub-problems from four distinct dimensions. Under the most future
influential curators prediction, we propose Future Influence Ranking Prediction (FIRP)
and Future Influential Leader Prediction (FILP) problems. To deal with these two prob-
lems, we present a self-training algorithm and a mutual-training algorithm to solve the
problem occurred in imbalanced data under FIRP and FILP. To schedule the best post-
time for curators, we implement PastGreedy algorithm (PG) and Forecasting regression
prediction (FC) and consider the unlimited and limited time scenarios. Excitingly, the ex-
perimental results show that the prediction ability of future-influential curators achieves
up to 0.875 in F1 score. Additionally, compared with the overall performance of the cura-
tors, the limited influence of the curators in our planned time improves around threefold.

2. RELATED WORK

This study contains the problem of future-influential curators mining and the best
post-time scheduling, where the related work of influential curators mining can be cat-
egorized into three regarding research subjects, influence maximization, influence quan-
tification and influence prediction.

2.1 Influence Maximization

Influence Maximization [1, 4, 5, 6] is the basis of Viral Marketing which aims to find
a few influential opinion leaders and sell the products via them to their online communi-
ties for the purpose of reaching the most people on social networks. Technically speaking,
given a social network G, an information cascade model ex. Independent Cascade Model
or Linear Threshold Model, and a budget of k seed nodes, the objective of the influence
maximization problem [1] is to find some k seed nodes which can expand their influence
to activate the most nodes under an information cascade model. Recently, influence max-
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imization problem has generated scores of studies. Goyal et al. [7] learned the activating
probability within peers from the history of post influence to ensure the accuracy of in-
fluence spread simulation. Bhagat et al. [8] used user rating to examine the problem of
product-adoption maximization. Leskovec et al. [9] proposed Cost-effective Outbreak
Detection to detect influence spread with the least delay. Lappas et al. [10] managed to
find which nodes are effectors given a social network and influenced nodes. Li et al. [11]
identified a set of key players who control the bottlenecks of influence propagation in a
social network. Li et al. [12, 13] jointly forecasted the activated users and selected the in-
fluential users from the perspective of information diffusion data. A framework [14] that
combines influence maximization and team formation is also developed to find influential
teams in event organization.

2.2 Influence Quantification

Post-Level Influence Quantification
On social networks, when we need to evaluate the marketing or the spread effect of

a post, it is necessary to quantify the influence of the post. The quantification of the post
influence depends upon how the post is spread on social networks, such as the history of
share, like, comment and other similar action to reshare the post, to introduce sorts of
influence quantification indicators. Over the related work, Cha et al. [15] were the first to
work on influence quantification on Twitter. Cha et al. considered the rate of post spread
and defined levels of post influence by the number of reshares. The major finding of their
work is that hot posts are not necessary to have a positive link with rate influence as well
as spread influence. Tang et al. [16] introduced influence quantification indicators for
diverse post topics and proposed Topical Affinity Propagation to demonstrate how varied
post topics impact the influence quantification indicators on social networks. Ho et al.
[17] procured the tree structure of information propagation process and also combined
some factors like the rate of reshare, the number of reshares and the geographical distance
of influence propagation to define the influence of posts. In the latest study, Subbian
et al. [18] defined and extracted user’s features under the social network structure which
considered the initial timeframe of the posts’ influence flow. Employing the methods in
survival analysis, Subbian et al. created a classifier and tried to spot the influential posts
at the beginning of the information propagation. Li et al. [19] predicted the influence
popularity of posts by considering how they propagate in the social network. The
idea of concept drift is exploited to better capture the temporal dynamics in influence
propagation.

User-Level Influence Quantification
Compared with post-level influence quantification, user-level influence quantifica-

tion draws more attention to the researchers. Agarwal et al. [20] formulated the problem
of blogger influence quantification. They computed the blogger influence indicators from
multiple dimensions like social network, citation of posts, user activity and semantic anal-
ysis to find different types of influential users. Goyal et al. [21] constructed several infor-
mation propagation graphs from the information sharing history and quantified influential
leaders capable of exerting leverage on a number of users within a time period through
mining frequent-pattern subgraphs. Topical Affinity Propagation proposed by Tang et al.
[16] could simulate the influence flow of various posts’ topics on social networks. After
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learning influence probability of dissimilar topics between users, they utilized PageRank
to find influential users. Zhang et al. [22] deemed not only should we consider the extent
of information propagation, but the time efficiency along with the area in geographical
space of propagation it induced. Given a post, they gave users’ geographical social in-
fluence a definition. Bernstein et al. [23] attempted to compute the number of users’
invisible audience so as to quantify the user influence. By means of survey analysis, the
users’ invisible audience were often underestimated and the number of friends, like, and
comment failed to respond the number of invisible audience as well. Li et al. [24] put for-
ward Conductance Eigenvector Centrality, the indicator which simulated the conduction
of electric current via random walk to quantify the user influence on social networks.

2.3 Influence Prediction

Post-Level Influence Prediction
The main difference between post-level influence prediction and quantification is

that influence prediction forecasts future influence given the past posts which spread
on social networks and the spreading information of the posts at the initial timeframe,
influence quantification analyzes which factors or features will affect the influence of
posts given all spreading information and the definition of various influence quantifi-
cation indicators without forecasting. Cheng et al. [25] intended to predict would the
retweet size double in the long run given a post, the spreading history and the number
of influenced people k. They extracted the features of text, user, initial retweet, social
network and time series and adopted logistic regression to be their predictive model.
Gao et al. [26] similarly selected retweet size to be the influence of a post, yet they only
applied time series of retweet time to train the predictive model modified from reinforced
poisson process. Krishnan et al. [27] considered the prediction-related features from the
tree structure and extracted them from the evolving structure of node-level and tree-level.
They also used logistic regression to predict would the influence will be doubled. Li
et al. [28] proposed to employ DeepCas model (End-to-End Deep Learning model) to
predict the post influence. Merely input the cascade (the structure of resharing), then
the DeepCas model could learn an embedding-vector feature to train the predictive model.

User-Level Influence Prediction
User-level influence prediction is the most relevant study to our work. The objec-

tive of user-level influence prediction is to predict who will bring the biggest number
of post-resharings by looking into the post-resharing history of users. The primary dis-
tinction between post-level and user-level influence prediction is that user-level influence
prediction would not predict the influence from the users’ initial resharing history of new
posts. In comparison with influence quantification which uses the resharing history of
posts to quantify the influence and influence maximization which is merely the influence-
spreading simulation, user-level influence prediction is a more direct study to evaluate the
future influence of users. This kind of study, however, remains minor in the research field.
Ghosh et al. [29] were the first to predict the user-level influence. They adopted central-
ity indicators in the social network structure, e.g. Closeness, Betweenness, PageRank and
Katz, to measure influence and also defined the rating of users to be the true influence. By
sorting, they analyzed which quantification of centrality is closest to the true influence.
Bakshy et al. [2] predicted the user influence on social media sites. They defined user
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influence to be the average final number of resharings of users and captured features of
user attributes, e.g. number of followers, friends, posts, and features of past influence,
e.g. the maximum and minimum number of resharings, to predict the influence by re-
gression tree model. Cui et al. [30] created a recommender system to evaluate the user
influence. They constructed an influence matrix where the element of the matrix is the
post influence of the user (e.g. the number of post-sharings) and proposed hybrid factor
non-negative matrix factorization to predict the future influence of users. Iwata et al. [31]
proposed Shared Cascade Poisson processes to measure the influence between friends on
social network. It only needed to input the history of post-resharing; still, the model failed
to forecast the user influence and did not evaluate the accuracy along with standard error
in the experiment.

Nonetheless, we consider there are some limitations to the previous studies. (a)
Ghosh et al. [29] solely considered the structure of social network, but the user influ-
ence is mostly evaluated by the user-post interaction; (b) Bakshy et al. [2] required some
private information, e.g. gender, age, the number of followers, and the content of posts; (c)
Cui et al. [30] defined the influence only from friends’ response and sharing; (d) Iwata
et al. [31] only predicted the future influence between users and did not define the user
influence for prediction.

2.4 Post-Time Schedule

The goal of post-time scheduling is to find the best timeframe in order to earn the
most replies for a user. Spasojevic et al. [3] formulated two methods for post-time sched-
ule. The first one is accumulating the number of responses to the target user in a specified
timeframe and then computing the ratio to the value of other timeframes (i.e. the prob-
ability of response acquiring in a specified timeframe). The timeframe with the biggest
probability is the best one to post for the user. The second one is to compute the time-
frame with the most replies directly then this timeframe would be the best one to post.
Although Spasojevic et al. brought out the methods for post-time scheduling, there were
two limitations to them; (a) It solely applied to a given user and failed to consider for
multiple users; (b) The best timeframe for the present posts did not imply it would be the
best one for future posts. Karimi et al. [32] and Zarezade et al. [33] presented a stochastic
optimal control algorithm, notwithstanding, the limitations were failed to be considered.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

3.1 Notation Definition

We first enumerate the notations of this study in the following Table 1.

Definition 1 (History of Creating Post C). Define the history that user ui created a post
pik at post time tp to be C = (ui, pik, tp).

Definition 2 (History of Reply R). Define the history that actor a j replied user ui the post
pik at reply time tr to be R = (ui, pik,a j, tr).
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Table 1. Notation.
symbol interpretation

ui user i, where ui ∈U
a j actor j, where a j ∈ A
pik the kth post of user i, where pik ∈ P
rikm the mth reply in the kth post of user i
tp post time
tr reply time
D future timeframe
T the set of all timeframes
n24 the number of posts within last 24 hours
ntrain the number of posts during training time
(u,v) or euv the edge between u and v, where u,v ∈U or A

Definition 3 (History of Interaction I). Define the history that user ui interacted with post
pik and actor a j to be I = (C,R).

3.2 Predict the Most Future-Influential Curators

We define that if a user earns the big number of replies, the user has potential to be
the influential curator. In this study, we aim to predict the estimated number of replies
earned by users U in the next 24 hours, which refers to the future influence in Definition
4. With the purpose to mine the most future-influential curators, we consider two possible
application scenarios and come up with two corresponding predictive methods, which
will be shown in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.

Definition 4 (future influence σD). Given a user u, current time tc and future timeframe
D, we define future influence

σD(ui) =
tc+D

∑
tp=tc
|Itp(ui)|, ui ∈ U ,

where It p is the history of interaction of a user at time tp.

3.2.1 Task 1: Future influence ranking prediction

To find the most future-influential curators, we predict the estimated number of
replies of users in the next 24 hours. As companies may update their marketing time
period, the cost for online marketing can be affected and accordingly, the number of cu-
rators (the budget k) is subject to be dynamic. With unfixed number of curators, we take
it as Future Influence Ranking Prediction (FIRP) problem, and the problem statement is
shown below.
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Task 1 Problem Statement
Problem Future Influence Ranking Prediction (FIRP)
input the history of interaction I, current time tc and budget k
goal For posts created in next 24 hours (tc + 24), we predict and generate a

ranked list Ls to all users u ∈U so that the most future-influential users
are listed top-k.
i.e., σD(Ls(i)) > σD(Ls(i + 1)), where Ls(i) is the rank-i user in the
ranked list Ls, and |Ls|= k.

where the history of interaction I is the training data for the predictive model.

3.2.2 Task 2: Future influential leader prediction

Compared with the application scenario in FIRP, some companies prefer to have
the assurance of post influence. They request a threshold b of the number of replies for
their profit assurance. In this study, we consider it as Future Influential Leader Prediction
problem (FILP), a problem of classification with 1 as future influential leader and 0 as
otherwise (see Eq. (1)).

yu =

{
1, if σD(u)≥ b
0, if σD(u)< b , where u ∈U (1)

Thus, we have the problem statement shown below.

Task 2 Problem Statement
Problem Future Influential Leader Prediction (FILP)
input the history of interaction I, current time tc and future influence threshold

b
goal For posts created in next 24 hours (tc +24), we predict and classify the

future influence of all users u∈U by future influence threshold b so that
we can generate a classified list Lh with accuracy.

i.e. ∀v ∈ Lh, ŷv =

{
1, if σD(v)≥ b
0, if σD(v)< b

where the history of interaction I is the training data for the predictive model.

3.3 Predict the Most Influential Post Timeframe

From the previous problems mentioned above, we can mine the most future influen-
tial curators on social networks. Still, if the companies fail to plan the best post timeframe
for the curators, the curators will not be able to exert the biggest leverage on the audience
and the cost will rise accordingly. Here, we formulate the problem that how to predict the
most influential post timeframe to address the issue, and also schedule the post timeframe
under two different application scenarios. We define the timeframe to be a 3-hour time
period; that is, we have 8 timeframes within 24 hours (T ) – 1-3 a.m. (T1) to 10-12 p.m.
(T8), i.e. T = {T1 = [1 : 00,3 : 59]∪T2 = [4 : 00,6 : 59]∪·· ·∪T8 = [22 : 00,24 : 59]}.
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3.3.1 Task 3: Accumulated influence post-time scheduling

When a limited offer is about to start, the companies call for the biggest amount of
accumulated replies received within the next 24 hours (i.e. accumulated influence, see
Definition 5, which sums up the future influence received from the posts sent within Tj
until the reply time tr is later than the due time tz). Under this scenario, we formulated
accumulated influence post-time scheduling to offer the curators the best post-time for
yielding influential posts. Apart from that, we also consider two possible conditions to
post, unlimited time and limited time. Unlimited time means we do not restrict our cura-
tors posting at the same timeframe, they can post at their each best post-time where the
received amount of replies is maximized for the companies to gain the maximum profit.
By contrast, limited time suggests the curators are requested to post at the same time-
frame. For instance, when there is a breaking news out, curators in the press post it at the
very first moment to attract most of the audience to win the biggest readership.

Definition 5 (Accumulated Influence σacc). Given the history of interaction I of user ui,
post timeframe Tj and due time tz, we define accumulated influence

σacc(ui,Tj) = ∑
tp∈Tj

tz

∑
tr=tp

|I(ui, tp, tr)|,

where I(ui, tp) is the history of interaction of a user ui at post-time tp.

Here, we have the problem statement shown below.

Task 3 Problem Statement
Problem Accumulated Influence Post-time Scheduling
input the history of interaction I, current time tc, the ranked list Ls, the classi-

fied list Lh and the estimated number of curators (budget) k
goal In the next 24 hours (tc+24), under the condition unlimited time/limited

time, we predict the best post timeframe T ∗ for user u ∈ {Ls or Lh} so
that we can find the best k influential curators Uk and their influence
accumulated to the due time tz is greater than the other timeframes.
i.e. σacc(T ∗)> σacc(Ti), Ti ∈ T \T ∗

where the history of interaction I is the training data for the predictive model.

3.3.2 Task 4: Limited influence post-time scheduling

Sometimes, companies feel like receiving the most replies at the time the posts are
out, like live interaction. For example, broadcasters want to receive responses from the
viewers during their live broadcasts. Hence, we formulate limited influence post-time
scheduling problem, where the definition of limited influence is shown in Definition 6,
which sums up the future influence received within Tj where the user ui put out posts. As
limited time posting is not reasonable under this setting, we merely consider unlimited
time here.
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Definition 6 (Limited Influence σlim). Given the history of interaction I of user ui and
post timeframe Tj, we define limited influence

σlim(ui,Tj) = ∑
tp∈Tj

|I(ui, tp)|,

where I(ui, tp) is the history of interaction of a user ui at time tp.

Therefore, we have the problem statement shown below.

Task 4 Problem Statement
Problem Limited Influence Post-time Scheduling
input the history of interaction I, current time tc, the ranked list Ls, the classi-

fied list Lh and the estimated number of curators (budget) k
goal In the next 24 hours (tc + 24), under the condition unlimited time, we

predict the best post timeframe T ∗ for user u ∈ {Ls or Lh} so that we
can find the best k influential curators Uk and their limited influence at
the timeframe T ∗ is greater than the other timeframes.
i.e. σlim(T ∗)> σlim(Ti), Ti ∈ T \T ∗

where the history of interaction I is the training data for the predictive model.

4. PROPOSED METHODS

4.1 Feature Engineering

To make the profile of future influential curators, we set out to extract the basic
features from them, which can be acquired directly from data, e.g. the number of posts
in the last 24 hours. Besides, we consider advanced features which can be indirectly
obtained from the data, such as mean time interval between post-time in the last 24 hours.
In addition, we learn that social network can be represented in graph, and inspired by
the representation learning algorithm proposed by Grover et al. [34], we transform our
network graph into learned features to capture the behavior we missed.

4.1.1 Basic feature

Basic features are descriptive statistics of users, which are shown in Table 2. We cat-
egorize these features into four classes for the better interpretation, where the difference
between present and past is that the activity time is in the last 24 hours or in the history
(training time).

4.1.2 Advanced feature

To complete the profile of future influential curators, we add advanced features to
portray the users. Also, we categorize the features into four classes for the better interpre-
tation, see Table 3.
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Table 2. Basic features, Fb.
present number of posts

fnpp24 estimated number of posts in the next 24 hours
fp24 whether post in the last 24 hours, a binary value (0/1)
fnp24 the number of posts in the last 24 hours

present number of replies
fnr24 the number of replies received in the last 24 hours

past number of posts
fnpt the number of posts in the history

past number of replies
fnrt the number of replies in the history
fnUA the number of unique actors a user has
fmrp average number of replies per post
fUAmrp average number of unique actors per post

Table 3. Advanced features, Fa (unit of time: sec).
present speed of post

fp24m mean interval between post-time in the last 24 hours

(i.e. ∑
n24−1
k=1

tpi(k+1)
−tpik

n24−1 , tp ∈ ((tc−24), tc])

present speed of reply
fr24m average time of delay of the first reply in the last 24 hours

(i.e. ∑
n24
k=1

trik1−tpik
n24

, tr, tp ∈ ((tc−24), tc])

past number of posts
fnppi the number of posts per timeframe (1-4 a.m., . . . , 21-24 p.m.), where i = 1

indicates 1-4 a.m., i = 2 implies 5-8 a.m., etc.

past speed of reply
frm average time of delay of the first reply

(i.e. ∑
ntrain
i=1

trik1−tpik
ntrain

, tp, tr ∈ (−∞, tc])
frmin the shortest time of delay of the first reply

(i.e. min(trik1 − tpik ), tp, tr ∈ (−∞, tc])
frim the mean time period to accumulate i response(s), i = 1,10,20, ...,200
fUArim the mean time period to accumulate i unique actor(s), i = 1,10,20, ...,200
fmri the average number of replies after posting in i hour(s), i = 1,3,6,12

4.1.3 Learned feature

Basic and advanced features seem complete for user profiles, though, they fail to re-
flect the interaction between users and user-actor. Fortunately, Grover et al. [34] proposed
node2vec algorithm to capture the node relationship based on the network graph, which
we introduce Similarity Graph and Bipartite Graph to respond to the previous concern.

cos( f (u), f (v)) =
f (u) · f (v)
‖ f (u)‖ ‖ f (v)‖

, u 6= v (2)
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Similarity graph (Gsim) captures the similarity of behavior between users. It implies
the higher the similarity between users, the closer the number of replies the users receive.
We define the behavior is the combination of basic and advanced features. The similarity
of behavior is measured by cosine similarity (see Eq. 2), where f (u) is the feature vector
of user u. The edges of the similarity graph are created if the similarity of pair of users
is ranked top-δ against each user u. Bipartite graph (Gbip) considers the relationship
between users and actors. Somehow the post influence of users does not hinge upon users
themselves; conversely, it is expanded by actors. If the actors with who the users interact
are influential, as means the actors bring most of the responses from their audience, the
users would then be influential indirectly. Therefore, we construct the graph on the basis
of user-actor interaction, where the edges are created if the actors have replied to the users
and the weights on them indicate the number of replies.

4.2 Task 1: Future Influence Ranking Prediction

To find the most future-influential curators, we can take it to be the sorting problem
of future influence. In this study, we implement Learning to Rank algorithm to sort the
order of future influence immediately, which has been proved to be an efficient way to the
sorting problem. Specifically, we perform LambdaMART algorithm[35] with Gradient
Boosting Machine (GBM) to be the proposed method of this problem.

4.3 Task 2: Future Influential Leader Prediction

In this problem, we set a threshold b to categorize the estimated future influence
σD(u) using random forest on the training data to predict the future influential leader.
However, the distribution of the number of replies received by users is close to power-law
distribution. To be concise, more users receive the lower number of replies. Accordingly,
as the threshold b is set to be large, it would induce the imbalanced data problem that
almost all the users would be classified to the same class. It is acknowledged that we can
avoid this problem by setting b low, while, it is not the case businesses desire. To tackle
this problem, we propose two algorithms for training the imbalanced data – self-training
algorithm and mutual-training algorithm.

4.3.1 Self-training algorithm

The idea of self-training algorithm is to transform the imbalanced data into bal-
anced one for higher classification accuracy. It is incremental-learning-like approach that
it trains itself until the break conditions are met.

The self-training algorithm can be followed as below. For the preparation step, sam-
ple the imbalanced training data to be the balanced one. For example, sample the imbal-
anced data with the ratio of class-0 to class-1 instances being 66:1 to be 1:1. Then step
1 in the main procedure, model this balanced training data for classification prediction.
Step 2, predict the probabilities of the testing data with the model. Step 3, set a probabil-
ity threshold pc for binary class prediction. If the classification outcome of testing data
is greater than pc, then this testing data will be taken into the balanced training data and
be thrown out of testing data to enhance the detection ability of class 1. Step 4, encode
the classification result this round then go back to Step 1. The procedure breaks when no
testing data pass the threshold pc or testing data become an empty set.
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4.3.2 Mutual-training algorithm

To take advantage of both unlearned (e.g. basic and advanced features) and learned
features, we propose another mutual-training algorithm (see Algorithm 1) to secure the
strong points of these two dissimilar features. The algorithm is performed as below. For
preparation step, we similarly sample the imbalanced data to the balanced one. Then Step
1 in the main procedure, model the balanced unlearned training data T u′

r for classifica-
tion prediction. Step 2, predict the probabilities of the unlearned testing data with the
unlearned model Mu. Step 3, set a probability threshold pc for binary class prediction. If
the classi-

Algorithm 1 : Mutual-training Algorithm

Input: Mu: unlearned model, Ml : learned model,
T u

r : training data in Mu, T l
r : training data in Ml ,

T u
e = T u′

e : testing data in Mu,
T l

e = T l′
e : testing data in Ml , pc: probability threshold

T u′
e (p): subset of T u′

e with the row including predicted probability p
T l′

e (p): subset of T l′
e with the row including predicted probability p

Output: Ŷ u′
h ,Ŷ l′

h : the classification results
1: sample T u

r , T l
r to generate the balanced data T u′

r , T l′
r with the same number of samples

in each class
2: i = 1
3: repeat
4: Mu =Classi f ier(T u′

r ) // train the unlearned model
5: Ŷ u

h = Mu
prob(T

u′
e ), ŷu

h ∈ Ŷ u
h // predict the probabilities with the unlearned model

6: if ŷu
h > pc then T u′

e = T u′
e \T u′

e ({ŷu
h})

7: if T u′
e ({ŷu

h}) = /0 then break // break condition 1

8: if T u′
e = /0 then break // break condition 2

9: convert T u′
e ({ŷu

h}) into the form of T l′
r to yield T u′′

e
10: T l′

r = {T l′
r ∪T u′′

e }
11: Ml =Classi f ier(T l′

r ) // train the learned model
12: Ŷ l

h = Ml
prob(T

l′
e ), ŷl

h ∈ Ŷ l
h // predict the probabilities with the learned model

13: if ŷl
h > pc then T l′

e = T l′
e \T l′

e ({ŷl
h})

14: convert T l′
e ({ŷl

h}) into the form of T u′
r to yield T l′′

e
15: T u′

r = {T u′
r ∪T l′′

e }
16: // encode results per loop in the list //
17: Ŷ u′

h [[i]] = Mu(T u
e )

18: Ŷ l′
h [[i]] = Ml(T l

e )
19: i = i+1
20: until break condition 1 or 2
21: return Ŷ u′

h ,Ŷ l′
h
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fication outcome of unlearned testing data is greater than pc, then this unlearned testing
data will be thrown out of unlearned testing data. Step 4, convert those passed unlearned
testing data into the form of learned features and add them to the balanced learned training
data T l′

r . Step 5, model the balanced learned training data for classification prediction.
Step 6, predict the probabilities of the learned testing data with the learned model Ml .
Step 7, If the classification outcome of learned testing data is greater than pc, then this
learned testing data will be thrown out of learned testing data. Step 8, convert those passed
learned testing data into the form of unlearned features and add them to the balanced
unlearned training data. Step 9, encode the classification result this round then go back to
step 1. The procedure breaks when no testing data pass the threshold pc or testing data
become an empty set.

4.4 Tasks 3 & 4: Predict the Most Influential Post Timeframe

After obtaining the list of most future-influential curators, we propose two post-time
scheduling methods, unsupervised PastGreedy algorithm and supervised Forecasting re-
gression prediction considering the condition under unlimited time and limited time.

4.4.1 PastGreedy algorithm – unlimited

The aim of PastGreedy (PG) is to compute which timeframe would yield most of
the influence in the past and then assume this timeframe will also be the best post-time
for curators in the next 24 hours. Considering the condition of unlimited time, we find
the influential candidates and have them post within their best post timeframe where it
could be overlapped. This way, we can mine the most future-influential curators and
their best post-time simultaneously. Nevertheless, it could cause the problem of common
audience, which means the users might interact with the same group of actors. As a result,
the influence fails to be propagated. In PG, we avoid this problem by deducting all the
audience of the TOP1 (the most influential) user, and we find out TOP2 in the remaining
user set. Repeatedly run the previous step until we score TOP-k curator and her best post-
time, then the procedure is terminated.

In accumulated influence problem, we focus on the timeframe where users post can
receive most of the influence accumulated until the due time in the history. Hence, we
compute the best post-time based on users’ post timeframe. On the other hand, in limited
influence problem, we are only interested in the timeframe where actors reply. If we post
within the frequent timeframe where actors reply, it is believed that the users gain more
limited influence. Thus, we take this reply-time to be the users’ best post timeframe.

4.4.2 PastGreedy algorithm – limited

Considering limited-time posting, PG only leaves those whose influence is above
the threshold to be the candidates of future-influential curators. With this subset of users,
PG clusters it to 8 groups based on their each post-time and mines top-k curators through
using common audience deduction within each cluster. After summing up the influence
of those k curators in each group, we can derive the final answer by selecting the group
with the highest influence.
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4.4.3 Forecasting regression prediction – unlimited

We can discuss the unlimited-time posting problem from the supervised prediction
angle. We use regression to predict the future influence per timeframe (Yi) with user
behavior features (X). As there are 8 timeframes to predict, we perform the regression 8
times to see which one possessing the highest estimated future influence. Similar to the
task 1, we employ GBM under Gaussian distribution to predict.

In terms of accumulated influence problem, response variable Yi in training data
signifies the influence yielded from the posts posted in the ith post-time. In the limited
influence problem, on the other hand, response variable Yi in training data suggests the
influence generated in the ith reply-time. To schedule the best post-time and find out k
curators, under the condition of unlimited-time posting, we pick up the highest k influence
values with their corresponding curators and post-time to be the final answer. If there are
some users selected more than once, we only consider the timeframe with higher influence
per user and keep picking up the highest influence in the remaining prediction result until
k distinct curators are chosen.

4.4.4 Forecasting regression prediction – limited

Under limited-time posting condition, after the regression prediction of future in-
fluence, Forecasting (FC) sums up the estimated influence per timeframe, and the best
post-time will be the timeframe with the biggest sum. Plus, we can derive the most future-
influential k curators in this time period.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

5.1 Dataset

The dataset is downloaded from https://github.com/klout/opendata
which is the one that Spasojevic et al. [3] ran the experiments. This Facebook data record
the history of users’ and actors’ activity and also include post id, user id, actor id, post
timestamp, action timestamp, and user timezone. In this study, we merely experiment on
the data which record the activity history from 2014/10/14 to 2014/12/15 due to the time
complexity. This experimental data involve 0.58 million users, 9.48 million actors, 7.8
million posts and 30 million replies.

5.2 Experiment Setting

We train and test the data on 5 groups for experiment stability. Targeting a date to
predict the future influence, we use previous 10-day data to do the task. A group is formed
by training 10-day data to predict the future influence in the next 24 hours, then we move
forward the training period by 1 day and test it to predict the future influence in another
next 24 hours.

For example, in the training data, we use 10-day data 11/4 – 13 to build a model
which predicts the future influence on 11/14; in the testing data, we move forward training
period by 1 day to 11/5 – 14 for the prediction of the future influence on 11/15. This entire
model forecasting task forms 1 group.
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Owing to time complexity in the experiment, we randomly choose 2000 users for
our following analysis.

In terms of the features in the model, we use different feature combination on the
model to see which combination is the best to predict the future influence. all feature
means the combination of basic, advanced features in addition to the learned feature of
similarity/bipartite graph. As we have two graphs constructed for the learned feature, we
will compare the prediction results of these two graphs in the following tasks and also
combine these two elements with all the other features to be a new feature combination –
allPlus to see if the performance will be enhanced.

5.3 Task 1: FIRP

We select precision to measure the performance, which is defined to be the ratio of
the intersection of predicted top N users and real top N users to N users (see Eq. 3).

precision@N =
#{pred(top N)∩ real(top N)}

N
(3)

We can learn from Fig. 1 that allPlus and all have better prediction performance as
N variates and which shows the precision increases if we add learned features. As to the
comparison of graphs, we can barely tell the difference between them.

5.4 Task 2: FILP

Different probability threshold pc could lead to several combinations of recall and
precision. In order to measure the performance of these two metrics, we adopt F1 measure
(see Eq. 4) for evaluation, where P is precision and R is recall.

F1 = 2× P×R
P+R

(4)

From Fig. 2 we can find that mutual-learning model outperforms other methods.
When pc = 0.5, mutual-learning model can achieve up to 0.875 in F1 score, which im-
proves basic by more than 150%. As pc increases, probability threshold becomes more
rigid and fewer samples are fed into the model for training. The future influential leader
recognition ability thus is weaker than that when pc is lower.

5.5 Task 3& 4: Predict the Most Influential Post Timeframe

5.5.1 Evaluation metrics

RRRGGGkkk for Limited Influence Post-time Scheduling
Derived from ReactionGain (RG) proposed by Spasojevic et al. [3], we modify its

formula to support for k users in that it originally applies to only one user. The meaning
of RGk (see Eq. 6) is the same as RG, which indicates the ratio of user’s influence per post
in the best post-time to user’s influence per post in overall time. If RG > 1, it implies the
predicted best post-time T ∗ can effectively augment the users’ limited influence.
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(a) Evaluation of features combination in Gsim.

(b) Evaluation of features combination in Gbip.

Fig. 1. FIRP evaluation (δ = 15).
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(a) Evaluation of features combination in Gsim.

(b) Evaluation of features combination in Gbip.

Fig. 2. FILP evaluation (pc = 0.5, b = 50).
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RPM(Uk,T ∗) =
∑

M
j=1 rT ∗, j(Uk)

∑
M
j=1 pT ∗, j(Uk)

(5)

RGk =
RPM(Uk,T ∗)

RPM(Uk)
(6)

where rT ∗, j(Uk) is the number of replies top-k users Uk received in T ∗ on the j-th day;
pT ∗, j(Uk) is the number of posts Uk posted in T ∗ on the j-th day; M in RPM (see Eq. 5)
is the number of timeframes and Uk is k curators we mined.

RRRGGG∗kkk for Accumulated Influence Post-time Scheduling
Considering ReactionGain can only apply to limited influence post-time scenario,

we re-devise the evaluation metrics RG∗k (see Eq. 8) for accumulated influence post-time
problem. The difference between RG∗k and RGk is that we compute not only the limited
influence at the best post-time but the accumulated influence from the posts posted at the
best post-time, but the meanings are the same.

RPM∗(Uk,T ∗) =
∑

M
j=1 r j(Uk, pT ∗)

∑
M
j=1 pT ∗, j(Uk)

(7)

RG∗k =
RPM∗(Uk,T ∗)

RPM∗(Uk)
(8)

where r j(Uk, pT ∗) is the number of replies top-k users Uk received from the posts they
posted in T ∗.

As for the baselines in the experiments, we also re-devise Most Frequently Used
(MFU) that Spasojevic et al. proposed (see Eq. 9). It shows the timeframe where curators
post the most frequently is the best post-time.

MFU = argmax
i
(

p(Uk, tp = Ti)

∑i p(Uk, tp = Ti)
) (9)

where p(Uk, tp = Ti) is the number of posts top-k users Uk posted in Ti.

5.5.2 Experiment results

We present the following experiment results in the order of evaluation metrics.

Limited Influence Post-time Scheduling
Here, we solely discuss unlimited-time posting in this problem because it does not

seem to make sense for limited-time posting.
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Fig. 3. Experiment result of limited influence scheduling.

It is clear in Fig. 3 that under both FIRP and FILP, the performance of FC surpasses
baseline and PG, even the true answer, FACT. Here, true answer is calculated through Uk
posting in their observed best post-time where they received the highest future influence.
In FIRP, the RGk almost achieves 3 by using FC, which shows when top k curators post at
the predicted best post-time, their limited influence will be improved by about 300%. If
we compare it with FACT, in FIRP, RGk generated by FC is approximately 2.7 times the
one of FACT; in FILP, it is around 1.15 times the one of FACT.

When we compare the result of FIRP with FILP, it is evident that the performance of
FIRP is better than that of FILP. It is reasonable inasmuch as the default of b is 50, only
a few number of users are classified as influential leaders, which means we can only pick
up top k users from them. Therefore, it fails to optimize the RGk.
Accumulated Influence Post-time Scheduling

Fig. 4 is the result under the condition of unlimited-time posting. We can also see
that FC outperforms all the other methods and FACT, and RG∗k in FIRP is higher than
in FILP. In both FIRP and FILP, RG∗k of FC is about 1.1 times the one of FACT, which
implies we improve the curators’ accumulated influence effectively via FC method.

Fig. 5 is the result under the condition of limited-time posting. In FIRP, FC works
better than the other methods, and the RG∗k of FC is 1.36 times of that of FACT. In FILP,
by contrast, unsupervised PG performs better than FC, and the RG∗k of PG is around 2.76
times of that of FACT. It is presumed that because few future-influential leader candidates
pass the threshold b, it induces high uncertainty when they are thrown into the GBM
regression model. To derive the best post-time and Uk, summing up the predicted future
influence in each T exacerbates the uncertainty of the result.
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Fig. 4. Experiment result of accumulated influence scheduling (unlimited-time condition).

Fig. 5. Experiment result of accumulated influence scheduling (limited-time condition).
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6. CONCLUSION

So far, this is the first study that explores the problem of mining future-influential
curators and scheduling the best post-time for them at the same time. To predict the most
future-influential curators, we discuss Future Influence Ranking Prediction (FIRP) and
Future Influential Leader Prediction (FILP) to answer companies’ need, and also define
the features to profile the future-influential curators. With descriptive basic features, ad-
vanced features and learned features learned from the similarity graph and bipartite graph
as independent variables, we find that learned features definitely augment the prediction
ability in FIRP and FILP. Due to the problem of imbalanced data in FILP, we propose self-
training algorithm and mutual-training algorithm to avoid it. From the experiment results,
it is apparent that mutual-training algorithm is an efficacious solution and enhances the
accuracy of prediction.

Finally, we formulate the problems of Accumulated Influence Post-time Scheduling
and Limited Influence Post-time Scheduling. We come up with PastGreedy algorithm
(PC) and Forecasting regression prediction (FC) to find out k future-influential cura-
tors and their corresponding best post-time simultaneously under either unlimited-time
or limited-time posting condition. The experiment results show that our post-time sched-
ule for the next 24 hours can improve the curators’ future influence notably.
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